CHRHS Training Seed Grant Program

The CHRHS Training Seed Grant Program is designed to stimulate the development of human rights and humanitarian training initiatives. Awarded training grants help fund the planning and implementation of new curriculum, workshops, seminars, simulation-based learning, or conferences either within existing institutions or as a kick-starter for independent initiatives. To read about previously funded projects, visit: [CHRHS Training Seed Grants](#).

**Funding Amount:** TBD

**Eligibility:** The following individuals are eligible to apply

1. Brown University Graduate and Post-Doctoral Candidates
2. Brown University Faculty
3. Brown University Undergraduate Students (Must list a Brown faculty or [CHRHS Affiliated Fellow](#) or [Global Fellow](#) as a mentor)
4. CHRHS Global Fellows

**Duration:** 1 year from date of received funding

**Application Requirements**

1. Name, affiliation, & contact info of all applicants
2. Abstract of proposed training activity (title, brief summary, projected date/s)
3. Total amount requested
4. Full description of proposed training activity (rationale, scope, collaborations, expected outcomes)
5. Detailed budget (please include other sources of received or anticipated funding)
6. Timeline for proposed training activity
7. CVs/Resumes of all applicants

**Application Deadline:** TBD